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Above is a visual from a reputable, 19th century British scientific

journal, “proving” that the Irish descended from subhuman

Negroes. The British enslaved and exterminated the Irish long

before they used the same genocidal policies on Africans, New

World First Nations and Asians. Irish, Russian, Chinese: they

are all niggers in the eyes of Eurangloland.

The bitter truth is that racism is the foundation upon which the

West’s colonial empire has committed global extermination,

genocide and the exploitation of humanity’s natural and human

resources. Don’t believe me? Just ask Presidents Xi Jinping of

China and Vladimir Putin of Russia.

This is one of the most important articles that I have ever

written. It explains so much about how the world works. It was

originally written for my column on The Saker

(http://thesaker.is/), Moscow-Beijing Express, where it generated
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a huge amount of discussion. In the interim, I kept doing a lot of

research, updating and expanding it. Part of this included

reading the eye opening, Savage Anxieties: The Invention of

Western Civilization, by Robert Williams, Jr.

http://us.macmillan.com/savageanxieties/RobertAWilliams. This

book delves into the history and raison d’etre of Western racism

and genocide, starting in prehistoric Greece, up to the

extermination of the New World’s First Nations people in the

modern age. It makes for a great companion to Lindqvist’s

Exterminate All the Brutes, which is discussed in the article

below.

Stories about racism abound if you just listen and see with the

right frame of mind. I recently wrote about an oblivious teacher

who made several racist comments about the Chinese – with

half the audience being Chinese

(http://chinarising.puntopress.com/2017/11/10/all-the-chinese-

people-want-is-respect-aretha-franklin-diplomacy-on-china-

rising-radio-sinoland-171110/). World leaders are also starting to

call out the West’s endemic racism

(http://chinarising.puntopress.com/2016/11/05/the-dark-skinned-

exploited-peoples-of-the-world-are-calling-the-west-for-what-it-

is-racist-china-rising-radio-sinoland-161105/ and

http://chinarising.puntopress.com/2017/10/19/china-thailand-

cambodia-and-the-philippines-say-f-u-to-western-colonialism-

china-rising-radio-sinoland-171019/).

A friend who my wife and I visited in Cambodia this week

described how he had a complete falling out with two Caucasian

friends, who had lived in China for nine years and recently

moved to our friend’s town. With the help of alcohol, one of

these newly arrived friends went into a long and vicious tirade

against the Chinese people, with all the usual racist “Yellow
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Peril” insults. It got so bad – our friend is married to a Chinese

woman, who was thankfully absent – that he asked them to

leave and he hasn’t talked to them since. Like the teacher I

described and who has also lived many years in China, these

two ex-friends learned nothing after all their time in-country,

since they are so blinded by their subconscious racist

superiority.

We have friends who lived in England for three years. She is

blond and the husband is half Filipino, so he has a tawny,

tanned look. They left the UK, because they got sick and tired of

him being called “nigger” to his face and behind his back.

Our friend’s story reminds me of Eurangloland racism against

each other, and my wife being French and myself being a dual-

national French-American. Not knowing this, we’ve had many

Westerners make the vilest insults about the French, spouting

all the usual mainstream propaganda tropes and inferiority

generalizations. When we point out our nationalities, they

suddenly start talking about the weather and sports. Every time I

go to Britain, I hear racist comments about the Irish and I’m half

Irish descent. Racism just comes naturally among Westerners.

Where I work, there are many expatriates and I hear anti-

Chinese racist comments every day. Like the previous stories,

they are totally in denial about what they are doing and saying,

since they are so subconsciously confident of their racial

superiority. It’s normal. They’ve been brainwashed since the

womb. It’s institutionalized and ingrained in education, movies,

TV, print media, advertising and government policy.

As this article explains, this White superiority has had terrible

consequences for humanity’s 85% dark skinned peoples, going

back centuries and continuing on a global scale. I empathize
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with you that it is not pleasant or comfortable dealing with

Eurangloland’s systemic racism, but it is a demon that we must

confront, admit and discuss, if we are to ever evolve as as

species.

And I’m tired of the moral equivalency, “Well, the Chinese are

racist too”. All peoples are racist. It is in our collective DNA from

evolutionary group survival, going back millions of years. Tribe

versus tribe. But, it is only Westerners who use their racism to

scour the planet like genocidal locusts, exterminating hundreds

of millions of their defined niggers, brutes and beasts and

stealing everything in sight. Indian historian Dharampal

calculated that the British shortened the lives of

500,000,000-1,500,000,000 souls, just in the Indian

subcontinent alone. It is not an exaggeration to state that

Caucasians have killed over one billion fellow humans, over the

last 500 years, and are continuing to do so, as I write.

In reference to the “scientific” drawing gracing the top of this

article, a podcast listener sent this about Charles Darwin’s racist

beliefs, especially towards the Irish (http://scienceblogs.com

/evolvingthoughts/2007/03/24/darwin-on-the-irish/). James

Bradley’s interview on China Rising Radio Sinoland also did a

great job showing how the Aryan myth and scientific racism, to

this day, are driving Western geopolitics and therefore the world,

over a cliff of no return (http://chinarising.puntopress.com

/2018/04/06/james-bradley-tells-it-like-it-is-on-china-rising-radio-

sinoland-180406/).

All of this is covered in the three books of The China Trilogy

(see below), in fascinating detail, so get smart and understand

where you are heading into the 21st century. Suddenly, all the

headlines start making sense.
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To finish out this introduction to the article, The Greanville Post

put out a special version, with additional historical information:

http://www.greanvillepost.com/2015/10/02/slavs-and-the-yellow-

peril-are-niggers-brutes-and-beasts-in-the-eyes-of-western-

empire/. Since this article has been expanded and improved in

the interim, read it here, then take advantage of looking at all the

Greanville add-ons, which are well worth the effort.

Below is the downloadable SoundCloud podcast (also at the

bottom of this page), as well as being syndicated on iTunes and

Stitcher Radio (links below). Please be advised that this podcast

is a reading of the original article. With ongoing research, it has

been substantially added to. A YouTube version was not done at

the time.

Enjoy, learn and discuss. Sharing is caring. Please tell your

family, friends and colleagues about China Rising Radio

Sinoland (www.chinarising.puntopress.com) and post, share and

follow it on all your social media. Be sure to sign up for the free

email subscription, on the blog page, so you don’t miss a beat.

Then, read The China Trilogy, to understand your world &

where you are headed into the 21st century

(http://chinarising.puntopress.com/2017/05/19/the-china-

trilogy/). You will be so glad you did!

The updated, expanded article:

The conflicting visions between the Anti-West and Eurangloland

(NATO, with Australia and New Zealand) continue unabated.

China and Russia, the dynamic duo that stands tallest among

the Anti-West, have been very visible recently. Russian and

Chinese Presidents Vladimir Putin and Xi Jinping, respectively,

attended China’s jaw dropping Victory Against Fascism Parade

in Beijing, on September 3rd (2015). Putin was Xi’s honored
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guest, as was the Russian detachment that participated in the

parade. http://thesaker.is/the-moscow-beijing-express-from-

may-9th-in-moscow-to-september-3rd-in-beijing-the-anti-west-

order-comes-full-circle/

Both Putin and Xi gave important speeches during the 70th

anniversary session of the United Nations. Putin said all he

could, without visibly spitting on the West’s name.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q13yzl6k6w0 Xi’s US state

visit was just as withering for Obama and the West.

http://44days.net/?p=3038 and http://44days.net/?p=3059 Both

leaders left America proudly waving the Anti-West banner and

continue to be heroes for the world’s Moral Majority, that 85% of

humanity who is mostly dark skinned and frequently Muslim,

Hindu, Christian Orthodox, Buddhist, Animist, or in the Americas

and Africa, dirt poor Christians.

The Western perpetrated genocide in the Ukraine and Uncle

Sam’s never ending onslaught to try to overthrow the

Communist Party of China are ongoing reminders that

Eurangloland’s colonial empire is very much intact and sad to

say, thriving. One only needs to observe Western destabilization

and/or military activities in the Americas, Africa and Asia, to

swallow this bitter pill of truth: empires, with their extermination,

genocide, war, false flags and economic enslavement, don’t fall

overnight.

All we fighters of truth and justice can do is keep flinging rocks

at this 500 year-old, multi-headed Hydra, until it finally collapses

from internal rot and external overreach. I’ll be 64 this year and

even if I live into my eighties, I may still be writing in my dying

days, about the pestilence of ongoing Western empire, instead

of celebrating hopes for a new, more just and holistic

cooperation among the world’s peoples, as well as dreams for
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the steady state use of Mother Earth’s precious natural and

human resources. Only Eurangloland’s virulent racism and

fascism, wrapped in the iron fist of an idealized, sanitized and

mythical capitalism, stands in the way.

In my writings, I have often talked about racism as a facet of

Western empire. It has been based on gut instinct and extensive

research of all the verifiable extermination and genocide of the

Moral Majority, since Christopher Columbus first set foot in the

Americas, in 1492. As Howard Zinn pointed out in his majestic

book, “A People’s History of the United States”, when the

natives, who Columbus first encountered, could not produce any

gold to be stolen, he ordered that all of them be executed on the

spot. This is the rest of modern history writ large, up to the

present future.

American colonial settlers cooly and calmly slitting the throats of

Native American women and children. No other race of people,

outside Europeans, can even come close to the billion or more

they have exterminated over the last 500 years, and still are.
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A book I just read really brings the West’s racism into disturbing

and chilling focus. “’Exterminate All the Brutes’: One Man’s

Odyssey into the Heart of Darkness and the Origins of

European Genocide”, by Sven Lindqvist

(https://www.amazon.com/Exterminate-All-Brutes-Darkness-

European/dp/1565843592/), really does live up to its title and

subtitle. Of course, the great quote, “Exterminate all the brutes”,

is a line taken from Joseph Conrad’s blistering allegory, the anti-

colonial, reality-as-fiction masterpiece, “The Heart of Darkness”.

The book has added meaning to me, since Mr. Lindqvist wrote it

while wandering around the deserts of Algeria, a country I lived

and worked in, 1985-1990 and know very well.

Mr. Lindqvist did a huge amount of research and reading of

historical documents, to write this book, and it pays off in blood

drenched spades. Yes, Adolf Hitler was an unreconstructed

hater of Jews, but it was his National “Socialist” Party’s (NSP)

platform and policy implementation to exterminate ten million

Russians – Slavs, they were called, in order to make “elbow

room” (later changed to “lebensraum”, or “living space”). The

name “Slav” is fraught with racism. The word “slave” comes

from Western Europe’s 8th century King Charlemagne using

Slavs, to be worked to death in his mines. For the world’s Moral

Majority, nothing about the West has changed in 1,200 years.

The justification for the NSP’s lebensraum was that Germans

had the same right to stolen real estate, just like the other

European colonial masters were doing across the Americas,

Africa and Asia. When Hitler got elected Chancellor in 1933,

there were only 250,000 Jews in Western Europe, including

Germany. The biggest numbers of them were in Eastern Europe

and Western Russia. Jews made up 10% of Hitler’s coveted

Slavic lebensraum, but 40% of its urban populations. City folk
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were the ones who went to the concentration camps first,

Russian or Jewish, because they were easy to round up in big

numbers, being close to railway stations and good roads to

transport them.

Hitler and the NSP were infatuated with Andrew Jackson’s 1830

Indian Removal Act and how it legalized the extermination of 15

million Native Americans. It simply codified what George

Washington called the “necessary extirpation” of the natives,

from “our settled lands”. America’s first president signed the

executive order to liquidate the Pequot people and the slaughter

never stopped. Roxanne Dunbar Ortiz’s book is essential

reading (http://www.beacon.org/An-Indigenous-Peoples-History-

of-the-United-States-P1164.aspx).

Hitler & Co. also used America’s Indian reservations as a

blueprint for Nazi concentration camps. Round them up and

work them till they die. In fact, the etymological origin of the term

“concentration camp” is colonial Spanish, not German.

Russian prisoners of war died like flies in Nazi concentration
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camps and Slavs were the first to go to the gas chambers, not

Jews. Hitler’s genocidal blueprint was Andrew Jackson’s 1830

Indian Removal Act and concentration camp Indian

reservations, both designed to assure the liquidation of

America’s First Peoples.

Hitler’s and the NSP’s racist hatred of their dehumanized Slavs

is graphically demonstrated by historical fact. Jews were not the

first group to go to the gas chambers in Auschwitz. It was

Russians. Just as the Americans made sure that White man’s

Indian reservations were set up for enslavement and early

death, Russian prisoners of war perished like flies. Over three

million Russians died in the camps, two million in the first year

alone. Captured Russians were considered no better than the

black skinned Herero and Namaqua tribes, which the Germans

exterminated in today’s Namibia, in 1905 (the Germans did this

in part to show that they were just as good as the British,

French, Spanish, Portuguese and Americans, at large scale

genocide, thus, just as deserving of lebensraum). Only 3.5% of

“white” English and American prisoners of war in Germany died,

but 57% of “Slav” Russians did.

Racism does not have to be about skin color. It has to do with

dehumanizing the Dreaded Other. Eight to ninth century

Frankish King Charlemagne captured and enslaved thousands

of Slavic peoples, to work in the royal mines, while

exterminating many more Other White people, who were not

Christian. The word root for “slave” comes from these Slavic

people who were subjugated and exterminated by this

bloodthirsty Holy Roman Emperor.

Nor do slaves have to come from far away. They just have to be

different, a Dreaded Other. In Protestant England, Caucasian

Irish were Catholic and that was all that was needed. King
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James VI declared in his Proclamation of 1625 that Irish

“prisoners” were to kidnapped and “sold” to English colonialists

in the Caribbean. The first batch of West Indian Irish slaves

numbered 30,000.

In the 17th century, there were so many Irish slaves on British

Caribbean islands, that they would often outnumber their

English colonial masters. The bloody statistics are staggering

and consciousness numbing. In just one decade, 1641 to 1652,

more than half a million Irish people were exterminated on the

Emerald Isle, like roaches in a barrel. At the same time, over

300,000 Irish were kidnapped and sold into British West Indies

and colonial American slavery. In just ten years, the British

caused the national population of Ireland to collapse, from 1.5

million to only 600,000, an implosion of 60%.

Irish slavery set the mold for the very lucrative African trade in

human souls. Fathers, mothers and children were separated at

will, leaving untold numbers of children and adolescents

abandoned in the Native homelands. During England’s

holocaust of the Irish people, more than 100,000 Irish boys and

girls, aged only 10-14, were lustily sold in the Caribbean and the

American colonies, many to be raped by their White masters as

pedophile sex toys. After Kings James VI, Charles I and

Cromwell continued to “sell” Irish children and women to the

Americas, with who knows how many to be sex slaves. This

raping and sodomizing of the Irish was enthusiastically carried

over to Africans, when the slave trade started there later.

http://settingrecordstraight.blogspot.fr/2015/03/irish-forgotten-

white-slaves.html

The wholesale British slaughter and exploitation of the Irish

people continued unabated, until official slavery was finally

abolished in Britain, in 1833. But that did not stop the English
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from continuing their policy of slaughtering the Irish. Its

Parliament passed legislation that guaranteed the extermination

of much of the Irish nation, during the Great Potato Famine

Genocide, 1845-1852. It was one of countless Western crimes

against humanity that could have easily been prevented, but for

the stroke of a pen. https://espressostalinist.com/genocide/the-

irish-genocide/

For centuries, the Judeo-Christian West has demonized Islam

for being “bloodthirsty”. What Protestant England did to the

Catholic Irish Nation is just one of many examples of the West’s

genocide of the Dreaded Other, in the name of God.

The Chinese, the “Yellow Peril”, were gleefully addicted to

British and American opium, in what has been called the

“world’s longest running, largest global criminal enterprise in

human history”, starting in the 1840s. Boston was built on Hong

Kong’s drug cartel. Franklin D. Roosevelt’s family got its wealth

from helping to addict and enslave around 100 million Chinese,

as did many other thousands of “civilized” white families across

America and Europe. After all, the Chinese were no better than

yellow niggers.

When the US lost its lucrative slave trade from Africa, after the

Civil War in 1865, these upstanding businessmen and Christians

simply started sailing their US flag ships to Southern China, to

capture and buy one million Chinese, to sell across the

Americas. This went on until 1874, when the Chinese emperor’s

ceaseless diplomatic and public relations campaigns in the West

finally shamed them into stopping.

It was these Chinese “coolie” slaves (from the Chinese, kuli, or

“bitter strength”) who built America’s railroads out West. Those

who didn’t die from starvation and mistreatment were
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exterminated through ethnic cleansing across the Western

United States. As with Andrew Jackson’s Indian Removal Act,

this frenzy of bloodlust against the Yellow Peril was codified by

the 1882 Chinese Exclusion Act. Like Native Americans and

“freed” slaves, it was open season for slaughter, and many

thousands of Chinese coolies were hunted and killed like rabid

dogs. Chinese scalps brought just as much US government

bounty money as Native American ones.

This genocidal act of 1882 was the first time the US passed a

law forbidding the entry of a non-White race into the country,

and like the Indian Removal Act, codified the extermination of

the ones who had already entered the country. Four years later,

the Statue of Liberty was erected, with its mythical plaque

exposing Americans’ racist hypocrisy.

Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to

breathe free, the wretched refuse of your teeming shore.

Not if you were a yellow nigger.

James Bradley gave a presentation on his book, The China

Mirage (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MgRJm-tF6Qo&t=).

In it, he described how in 1885 the government of Tacoma,

Washington, fueled by the all-White Knights of  the American

Federation of Labor (AFL) loaded up a big trainload full of

Chinese coolies, drove it eight miles out of town, made them get

off and then proceeded to gun them down like the rabid dogs

they were considered to be, then left for the vultures, coyotes

and wolves. You can bet they were put in cattle cars and not

riding first class. Of course, all their houses and property were

looted and then seized by white citizens, a habit well-developed

after the genocide and theft from the Natives, of the entire

American continent.
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Samuel Gompers, president of the AFL sounded the racist

alarm, declaring,

Racial differences between American whites and Asiatics would

not be overcome. The superior whites had to exclude the inferior

Asiatics by law, or if necessary, by the force of arms.

Self-righteous Christian leaders joined in the yellow race

hatefest. Maine Senator James Blaine snarled that Americans,

Who eat beef and bread and drink beer will have to drop his

knife and fork and take up the chopsticks.

Future US president and White-supremist-to-the-bone Theodore

Roosevelt warned his citizens that,

No greater calamity could now befall the United States than to

have the Pacific slope fill up with a Mongolian population.

As a result of all these hundreds of local, state and national

official government cues, and the 1882 law to make it all legal,

all-White unions and vigilante groups were fomented into rabid

mobs, and the fury of widespread massacres and genocide was

unleashed.

In same said book, Bradley touches on a few of the thousands

of massacres, exterminations and genocide by White Americans

to ethnically cleanse the country of chinks.

Rock Springs, Wyoming was the coal mining town that produced

half the energy needed for the Chinese coolies to build the

Transcontinental Railroad. On 1885.9.2, white miners went on a

shooting rampage and massacred 28 Chinese “colleagues”,

while all the others fled. Then, the White women of Rock

Springs waded through all the pools of blood to systematically

loot every Chinese house of it contents, with the land later

expropriated into the hands of the Whites.
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The Whites of Rock Springs then torched all the Chinese bodies

and houses, creating the stench of burning human flesh that

could be smelled for kilometers in every direction. Those

Chinese who managed to escape were gunned down like rats,

by Knights of Labor henchmen, who had surrounded the town,

before the well-planned operation began.

It’s what makes America great and just.

On 1885.2.7, Seattle mobs were a little less homicidal, but just

as effective at ethnic cleansing. They marched every Chinese

person in the city to the wharf at gunpoint, loaded them on a

steamer ship and sent it out to sea. No one knows what

happened to them, but the Whites got to plunder the now-empty

Chinatown of all its property and belongings.

Santa Cruz, New Mexico gave its Chinese citizens 24 hours to

be marched into the desert to survive or die. Many towns like

Cheyenne, Wyoming, Butte, Montana and Grass Creek, Utah,

herded up all the Chinese and ran them out of town, into the gun

barrels of scalping bounty hunters and their certain death. As far

north as Alaska, Douglas Island forced 100 Chinese onto a boat

and set it out to sea, to their certain death.

There is a reason why the saying, “He doesn’t stand a

Chinaman’s chance”, became so popular in 19th century

America. Because it was true.

These are true historical references you won’t see in any US

history book, but they perfectly fit the psychopathic logic of

genocidal Western racism, later seen in Korea, Vietnam,

Southeast Asia and all the other hundreds of dark skinned

countries that the US has invaded, exterminated, bombed and

occupied, up to the present future.

This egregiously racist Chinese Exclusion Act was not repealed
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until 1943, at a time when China was America’s ally in the fight

against the fascist Japanese in World War II. Up until that time,

no Chinese could become a US citizen, even through marriage.

In California, Chinese were barred from marrying outside their

race until 1948.

One of America’s most suppressed histories: thousand of

Chinese slaves were used to build the great railways to the

West Coast and the ones who survived, were hunted like vermin

and slaughtered like rabid dogs. Welcome to America, yellow

niggers. (Image by baidu.com)

Western genocide and extermination of “yellow niggers”

happened all over the world. This from South Africa,

… Mining was very dangerous work, with scant regard paid to

workers’ safety. Deaths in the mines averaged seventy-one per

thousand in 1903, with figures in July that year exceeding one

man killed for every ten miners. ‘Human life was being

sacrificed, after a purgatory of toil and torture, for a wage of fifty

cents a day’.

But investor profits were good. Milner and the mine owners were

so desperate to augment the declining workforce that drastic
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measures were agreed. They looked to China, where there was

a large source of surplus cheap labour. The Chinese were lured

to the South African mines with false promises and outrageous

lies. They were led to understand that they would be living in

pleasant garden cities where, once settled, families might join

them. Fit and healthy applicants were selected and kept in

sheds until embarkation. Then, under armed guard, they were

loaded into the holds of ships for the journey.94 The first ship to

sail, the 3,400-ton iron-hulled SS Ikbal, left China on 30 June

1904 with over 2,000 men crammed in the hold like a classic

eighteenth-century slave ship. It was mid-summer, with the

temperature over 100 degrees Fahrenheit in the shade, as the

Ikbal headed out for its 26-day voyage through the tropics. By

the time it arrived in Durban, 51 men had died and their bodies

dispatched overboard. The deaths proved no great loss to the

organisers, however, for they had insured each man for $125

and netted a tidy profit from the insurance company. On arrival,

the men were tagged like pieces of meat and sealed in railroad

cars for the 30-hour journey to the Transvaal. The garden cities

were a myth. In reality, the Chinese workers lived in huge hutted

compounds beside the mines with 20 men in each small shack.

They were unable to leave the compounds without a special

permit and were fined for the slightest breach of the rules. The

men worked ten hours a day for a wage of twenty-five cents. In

addition, they had to work at lower rates for at least six months

to pay back the costs of their passage from China. – Docherty,

Gerry; MacGregor, James. Hidden History (p. 52). Mainstream

Publishing.

Mr. Lindqvist spells out, with scathing research, why Slavs and

the Yellow Peril were (and are) considered just as subhuman as

Africans, in the eyes of Western Europeans and Americans.
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European and American colonialists called all the different dark

skinned peoples in their colonies, “niggers”, “brutes”, “kaffirs”,

“beasts”, “barbarians”, “inferior races” and “lower races” – from

the Caribbean to Central-South America to Africa and Asia –

Russians, Chinese and Irish included. They were classified by

the West’s best scientists as something between an ape and the

superior Western White race. Predestined extinction of these

weaker, less intelligent subhumans was simply the natural order

and this “scientific theory” filled volumes of academic journals in

English, French, Spanish and German.

Hitler fondly called the Japanese “honorary Aryans”, who, like

the Germans, adopted Western Europe’s and America’s

genocidal, colonial playbook. When their imperial army

slaughtered 300,000 innocent Chinese women, children, aged

and others, during the Nanjing Massacre, in 1937, it caused just

as little outrage among Western Europeans and Americans, as

all the countless genocides committed in their names and for

their financial enrichment, since 1492. Which Westerners cared

then and who cares today? Just look at Syria/Iraq, Palestine,

Yemen, Ukraine, the Congo’s pygmies, the Amazon’s

indigenous tribes and Myanmar’s (Burma) Rohingya Muslim

minority, to name a scant few. They are just the tip of the West’s

ongoing, unwritten policy of genocide and extermination, either

directly or by proxy. After all, as they say, niggers are just

niggers.
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Trophy shot. Westerners didn’t bat an eye, when Hitler’s

honorary Aryans, the Japanese slaughtered 300,000 Chinese

over six weeks in Nanjing, 1937. They still don’t give a rat’s ass

about humanity’s Moral Majority, niggers all, in Western eyes.

This has troubling implications for current events and the 21st

century. What is clear is that this deep seated Western racism

has not gone away. It is still alive and well in the hallowed halls

of power, capital and empire, Black genocidal criminal President

Barracks O-Bomb-A be damned. Western racism is clearly

expressed by Zbigniew Brzezinski, America’s foreign policy czar

since the Carter administration. He sums up his genocidal

philosophy, with, “Today it is infinitely easier to kill a million

people than to control a million people”, and how important it is

to, “Keep the barbarians killing each other”. “Barbarian” is only a

slightly more socially acceptable synonym for “nigger”, and we

can see his psychopathic, imperial handiwork in Afghanistan,

where he created Al-Qaeda; later to be used by NATO in Iraq,

Syria, Libya, Yemen, Mali, Nigeria, Chechnya and elsewhere,

not to mention the destabilization of China, via its predominately

Muslim province of Xinjiang.

Westerners cannot write about their racial superiority and their

perceived subhumaness of non-Westerners, like they were able

to do so freely, until the 1950s. But it is still manifestly the

fundamental principle that drives America’s “exceptionalism”

and the West’s “shining beacon on a hill” superiority, thus

legitimizing ongoing Western genocide, wars, government

overthrows, false flags and economic, human and resource
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exploitation.

To close out, spend a moving and reflective hour listening to

some of America’s most abused, tortured and massacred

citizens: prisoners. Millions of innocent people, mostly dark

skinned and poor, have been railroaded into America’s gulags

and execution chambers, and still ongoing – all racially justified

and supported by mainstream propaganda.

Postscript: mainstream media will almost never talk about

Western racism in frank terms, like I do. Here is an RT article

that broaches Trump’s “shithole” comment as racism,

https://www.rt.com/op-edge/415827-trump-haiti-africa-countries/
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